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Abstract

Sulfuric acid (SA)‐dimethylamine (DMA)‐H2O cluster formation has been proven to be
responsible for a signiﬁcant part of new particle formation (NPF) in a Chinese megacity. However, the
possible involvement of common atmospheric acids in the subsequent growth of SA‐DMA clusters remains
elusive. We simulated formation and growth of clusters using atmospheric relevant concentrations of SA,
DMA, and triﬂuoroacetic acid (TFA), a commonly observed atmospheric perﬂuorocarboxylic acid, using
Density Functional Theory combined with Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code. The presence of TFA leads
to complex cluster formation routes and an enhancement of NPF rates by up to 2.3 ([TFA] = 5.0 × 106
molecules cm−3, [SA] = 1.0 × 106 molecules cm−3, and [DMA] = 1.5 × 109 molecules cm−3). The agreement
of (SA)1·(DMA)1‐2·(TFA)1 concentrations between simulations and ambient measurements during NPF
events validates model predictions and implies that perﬂuorocarboxylic acids could potentially boost
atmospheric SA‐DMA NPF rates.

Plain Language Summary Atmospheric nucleation is the earliest step to form new aerosol
particles, which includes a complex transformation from gaseous molecules to small clusters, then to
critical clusters, and ﬁnally to freshly nucleated nanoparticles. Sulfuric acid and dimethylamine have been
proved to explain atmospheric nucleation events in urban China. However, whether other atmospheric
acidic species could participate in this nucleation process remains elusive. Herein, we report a sulfuric acid‐
dimethylamine based nucleation mechanism with the participation of triﬂuoroacetic acid, a commonly
observed strong acid in the atmosphere, using theoretical calculation methods. The model predictions are
then validated by ambient measurements in urban Shanghai. Our results suggest that perﬂuorocarboxylic
acids could potentially boost the formation of nanoparticles.

Yiqun Lu and Ling Liu contributed
equally to this work.
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The formation of atmospheric aerosol particles is of great interest because of the atmospheric particles'
impact on climate and health. New particle formation (NPF) events are considered to be a dominant source
of atmospheric aerosol particles in terms of the number concentration at the global scale (Dunne et al.,
2016). Depending on known and yet‐to‐be‐elucidated atmospheric parameters, ambient NPF events occur
via different mechanisms at different locations, for example, sulfuric acid (SA)‐oxygenated organic
compounds‐H2O nucleation in boreal forest, Finland (Kulmala et al., 2013; Schobesberger et al., 2013),
SA‐ammonia‐H2O nucleation or pure biogenic nucleation in Jungfraujoch, Switzerland (Bianchi et al.,
2016), iodic acid nucleation in Mace Head, Ireland (Sipilä et al., 2016), ion‐induced SA‐ammonia nucleation
in coastal Antarctica (Jokinen et al., 2018), and SA‐dimethylamine (DMA) nucleation in urban Shanghai,
China (Yao et al., 2018). Determining the mechanism of ambient NPF events is largely based on the identiﬁcation of key clusters, whose concentration proﬁles, together with NPF rates, match those in laboratory
experiments with preset and controlled precursor concentrations. Due to the complex nature of the atmosphere and the potential limitations of the popularly used detection instruments, such as atmospheric pressure interface time‐of‐ﬂight mass (APi‐TOF) spectrometer and chemical ionization‐atmospheric pressure
interface time‐of‐ﬂight (CI‐APi‐TOF) mass spectrometer, many chemical species and clusters potentially
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Table 1
The Gibbs Free Energies for Cluster Formation at a Reference Pressure of
‐1
‐1
1 atm (ΔGref, kcal mol ) and the Overall Evaporation Coefﬁcients (Σγ, s )
of (SA)x·(DMA)y·(TFA)z (1 ≤ y ≤ (x + z) ≤ 3, 1 ≤ x, 1 ≤ z) Clusters at 280 K
at RI‐CC2/aug‐cc‐pV(T + d)Z//M06‐2X/6‐311++G(3df,3pd) Level of
Theory
Clusters
(SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)1
(SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)1
(SA)2·(DMA)1·(TFA)1
(SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)2
(SA)2·(DMA)2·(TFA)1
(SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)2
(SA)2·(DMA)3·(TFA)1
(SA)1·(DMA)3·(TFA)2

ΔGref (kcal mol
−27.21
−44.92
−42.13
−36.32
−61.91
−52.41
−79.52
−68.39

−1

)

−1

Σγ (s

)

3.77
−4
1.73 × 10
5
2.10 × 10
2
6.44 × 10
6
1.16 × 10
4
1.31 × 10
−4
2.31 × 10
−3
4.23 × 10
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important to NPF have not been determined in previous studies. As a
result, the contribution of other atmospheric trace gases to NPF events,
in addition to the species that have already been proved to play a key role,
remains to be clariﬁed. For example, clusters consisting of SA, DMA, and
atmospheric acids have not been detected in ﬁeld measurements, though
a couple of theoretical studies suggest that acidic species (e.g., methane
sulfonic acid, Bork et al., 2014; Dawson et al., 2012; sulfamic acid, Li,
Zhong, et al., 2018; lactic acid, Li et al., 2017; and succinic acid, Lin
et al., 2019) can enhance SA‐DMA nucleation due to their acidity via
the formation of stabilized clusters. The acidity of perﬂuorocarboxylic
acids is potentially relatively strong due to the electron‐withdrawing
inductive effect of the ﬂuorine atoms. However, whether or not common
atmospheric perﬂuorocarboxylic acids are involved in the growth of SA‐
DMA clusters is unknown.

In this study, we simulated SA‐DMA‐TFA nucleation under atmospherically relevant conditions. The formation routes of clusters were computed using Density Functional
Theory combined with the Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC). We also measured the corresponding molecules and clusters in urban Shanghai with a nitrate‐based CI‐APi‐TOF mass spectrometer,
as described in Supporting Information S1. TFA, the simplest atmospheric perﬂuorocarboxylic acid formed
mainly through degradations of the Freon alternatives such as hydroﬂuorocarbons, hydrochloroﬂuorocarbons, and hydroﬂuoro‐oleﬁns from anthropogenic sources (Tromp et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2018; Wu
et al., 2014), was chosen because of its atmospheric abundance, acidity, and potency to form hydrogen bonds
(Asﬁn, 2019; Nahringbauer et al., 1979).

2. Materials and Methods
The studied clusters include (SA)x·(DMA)y·(TFA)z, where 0 ≤ y ≤ (x + z) ≤ 3, that is, only clusters with the
number of acidic molecules no less than that of basic molecules are considered, because they are relatively
stable and could potentially participate in the main cluster formation routes (Olenius et al., 2013). Among
these clusters, the structures of (SA)x·(DMA)y (0 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ 3) clusters are taken from a previous study (Li,
Zhang, et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020). The smallest clusters outside of the ACDC simulation are
(SA)4·(DMA)3 and (SA)3·(DMA)4·(TFA)1, which are assumed to be very stable (McGrath et al., 2012) (section S1). The structure optimization and thermodynamic parameters of molecules and clusters were calculated at M06‐2X/6‐311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory. Previous studies have shown that the geometries of the
optimized structures at M06‐2X/6‐311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory are in relatively good agreement with
experimental results (Elm et al., 2012; Zhao & Truhlar, 2008). Thus, M06‐2X/6‐311++G(3df,3pd) is considered to be an accurate and adequate computational level to obtain the molecular cluster geometries and
vibrational frequencies. Further single point energy calculations at RI‐CC2/aug‐cc‐pV(T + d)Z level have
been performed using TURBOMOLE program (Dunning et al., 2001; Hättig & Weigend, 2000). The particle
formation rates predicted using the ACDC (McGrath et al., 2012) kinetic model combined with RI‐CC2/aug‐
cc‐pV(T + d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7 (Almeida et al., 2013) are in good agreement with the experimental formation rates measured in the CLOUD chamber (Kürten et al., 2018) (Figure S1). In addition, the simulated
SA dimer concentrations from RI‐CC2/aug‐cc‐pV(T + d)Z//M06‐2X/6‐311++G(3df,3pd) in the present
work are in better agreement with the measured ones in Shanghai (Yao et al., 2018), than those from
DLPNO‐CCSD(T)/aug‐cc‐pVTZ//ωB97X‐D/6‐31++G(d,p) (Xie et al., 2017) (Figure S2). These agreements
may be due to a random cancellation of errors, which is not within the scope of this study but should be
revealed in forthcoming studies.
The formation mechanism of the clusters and the cluster formation rate, J, in the SA‐DMA‐TFA system have
been simulated using ACDC, which generates the birth‐death equations for a certain set of clusters and
solves the time development of each cluster concentration explicitly by numerical integration using the
ode15s solver of MATLAB (Shampine & Reichelt, 1997). In the SA‐DMA‐TFA system, the SA concentration
was set to be 0.04–1.6 parts per trillion by volume (pptv, 1.0 × 106–4.0 × 107 molecules cm−3), and the TFA
concentration was ﬁxed at 0.2 pptv (5.0 × 106 molecules cm−3). The latter value was based on both previously
LU ET AL.
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Figure 1. (a) Cluster formation routes of the SA‐DMA‐TFA system at 280 K simulated by ACDC. Black and gray arrows
denote the major and minor SA/DMA nucleation routes, respectively, and green ones denote the SA/DMA/TFA nucleation route. (b) Actual Gibbs free energies for the formation of clusters at 280 K. The gray, white, red, blue, yellow, and
green balls represent C, H, O, N, S, and F atoms, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are shown in dashed lines. The clusters in
the red font were detected in the ﬁeld study.

reported gas‐phase TFA concentrations of 800–1,860 pg m−3 (about 4.0 × 106–1.0 × 107 molecules cm−3) in
Beijing (Wu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018), which is a comparable megacity to Shanghai, and on our own
atmospheric measurements in Shanghai in the present study, which show gas‐phase TFA concentrations
in the range of 1.3 × 106–10.1 × 106 molecules cm−3 (10–90% percentiles, 10‐min time resolution)
(Figure S3) after taking into account the interference from the Teﬂon materials within the instrument
setup. The DMA concentration was ﬁxed at 60 pptv (1.5 × 109 molecules cm−3), which is roughly the
upper bound concentration in a previous measurement for C‐2 amines in Shanghai (Mao et al., 2018; Yao
et al., 2016). Details about the setting of temperature and concentrations of species in the simulation are
shown in section S1. The condensation sink (CS) was set to be 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 s−1 corresponding to
previous observations in Shanghai (Yao et al., 2018).
LU ET AL.
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Atmospheric measurements were carried out on the rooftop of a teaching
building of Fudan University between 19 December 2017 and 10 January
2018. The detailed description of the site can be found in Xiao et al. (2015).
CI‐APi‐TOF equipped with a nitrate chemical ionization source
(Aerodyne Research, Inc.) was used to quantitatively measure atmospheric concentrations of relevant molecules and clusters (section S2).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Stability of Clusters
The most stable structures of SA‐DMA‐TFA clusters ((SA)x·(DMA)
y·(TFA)z, 0 ≤ y ≤ (x + z) ≤ 3) were calculated at the M06‐2X/6‐311+
+G(3df,3pd) level of theory, and the corresponding Cartesian coordinates
of all molecules and clusters are shown in Table S1. The molecular electrostatic potential analyses (Figure S4) indicate that the acidity and the
potential of TFA to form hydrogen bond are stronger than that of a typical
(nonhalogenated) atmospheric carboxylic acid, acetic acid, and a little
weaker than that of SA. To investigate the interaction properties of clusFigure 2. Mass defect plot of charged molecules and clusters measured in
urban Shanghai by a nitrate‐based chemical ionization‐atmospheric presters containing TFA, topological analyses were performed to calculate
sure interface time‐of‐ﬂight mass spectrometer (09:00 to 16:00 local time, 9
the electron density ρ and its Laplacian ∇2ρ at the bond critical points
January 2018). The symbol size is proportional to the logarithm of the arbifor the studied clusters (Table S2). All these topological analysis results
trary signal.
using the atoms in molecules theory conﬁrm the existence of hydrogen
bond interactions between TFA and SA or DMA, and the relatively high
values of ρ and ∇2ρ indicate that most of these interactions are strong hydrogen bonds.
The stability of clusters was further studied from the perspective of thermodynamics and kinetics. Table 1
shows the Gibbs free energies for cluster formation at a reference pressure of 1 atm and the overall evaporation coefﬁcients of (SA)x·(DMA)y·(TFA)z (1 ≤ y ≤ (x + z) ≤ 3, 1 ≤ x, 1 ≤ z) clusters. Overall evaporation coefﬁcients for other clusters of interest are shown in Table S3. Since lower Gibbs free energy and lower
evaporation rate of clusters indicate higher stability, clusters with equal numbers of acidic and basic molecules, for example, (SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)1 and (SA)2·(DMA)3·(TFA)1, are more stable than clusters with
more acidic molecules than basic ones, for example, (SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)1, (SA)2·(DMA)2·(TFA)1, and
(SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)2, which is consistent with results in previous computational studies (Elm, 2017;
Olenius et al., 2013). In addition, for clusters containing the same number of acidic and basic molecules, a
cluster with only one TFA molecule, for example, (SA)2·(DMA)3·(TFA)1, is more stable than that involving
two TFA molecules, for example, (SA)1·(DMA)3·(TFA)2. Thus, taking a comprehensive look at the above two
points, the most stable clusters involving TFA are (SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)1 and (SA)2·(DMA)3·(TFA)1, which
might have the potential to play nonnegligible roles in a SA‐DMA‐TFA NPF system.
3.2. Cluster Formation Mechanism
In order to understand the clustering at the molecular level, ACDC (McGrath et al., 2012) was used to simulate cluster formation processes in the SA‐DMA‐TFA system under atmospherically relevant conditions.
Figure 1a shows the cluster formation routes at 280 K, which is chosen to match the typical conditions during
the ambient observation. Generally, two separate routes, one without the participation of TFA (hereafter
referred as the SA/DMA nucleation route) and the other with the participation of TFA (hereafter referred
as the SA/DMA/TFA nucleation route), are evident. The two routes share a common beginning, the
(SA)1·(DMA)1 cluster, which is formed from the collision between one SA molecule and one DMA molecule
as an acid‐base pair. Subsequently, the (SA)1·(DMA)1 cluster grows to larger sizes mainly by the accretion of
another (SA)1·(DMA)1 cluster in the SA/DMA nucleation route, as shown by the black arrows in Figure 1a.
This route also involves the stepwise addition of one SA molecule followed by one DMA molecule, as shown
by the gray arrows. On the other hand, in the SA/DMA/TFA nucleation route, the (SA)1·(DMA)1 cluster ﬁrst
bonds to one TFA molecule forming a (SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)1 cluster and then to one DMA molecule resulting
in a (SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)1 cluster. The (SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)1 cluster could grow out of the simulated system
either by a direct addition of a (SA)2·(DMA)2 cluster or by the accretion of one (SA)1·(DMA)1 cluster, followed
LU ET AL.
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by further growth of the resulting (SA)2·(DMA)3·(TFA)1. The involvement
of (SA)1·(DMA)2·(TFA)1 and (SA)2·(DMA)3·(TFA)1 clusters in the
SA/DMA/TFA nucleation route is mainly due to their low evaporation
coefﬁcients. Clusters with relatively high evaporation coefﬁcients (such
as 1.0 × 102 s−1 for (SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)2) likely make negligible contributions in the nucleation route. Overall, the SA/DMA nucleation route
accounts for 77% of the cluster formation rate, J, whereas the SA/DMA/
TFA nucleation route explains 19% (the remaining 4% originates from
other minor routes, which are not shown for simplicity), which corresponds to an enhancement factor of 1.3. The detailed contributions of different routes to the formation of each cluster are listed in the Tables S4 and
S5. This enhancement factor can be up to 2.3 (Figure S5) at the same concentration of TFA (5.0 × 106 molecules cm−3) but with a lower concentration of SA (1.0 × 106 molecules cm−3). In these conditions, the SA/DMA/
TFA nucleation route accounts for 55% of the total J (Table S4). Minor
changes in the simulation parameters (CS, sticking probability, and SA
and DMA concentrations) have little inﬂuence on the enhancement factor
caused by TFA (Table S6). Although the enhancement on the cluster formation rate by TFA is negligible (Table S7) at a lower DMA concentration
(1.5 × 108 molecules cm−3), the main concern of this study is to understand
the potential NPF mechanisms under DMA concentrations that were actually measured (Yao et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2015).

−3

Figure 3. (a) SA dimer concentration (molecules cm ) as a function of SA
−3
monomer concentration (molecules cm ). The SA monomer is deﬁned to
include both free SA molecules and (SA)1(DMA)1 cluster as discussed in
section S1. Gray diamonds denote atmospheric measurements in urban
Shanghai. The predicted SA dimer versus SA monomer plots, color coded by
CS values, for the SA‐DMA system and SA‐DMA‐TFA system from cluster
kinetic simulations are shown in dashed and solid lines, respectively. (Note
that the lines overlap almost perfectly). Key inputs for cluster kinetic simu6
−3
lations include a temperature of 280 K, [TFA] = 5.0 × 10 molecules cm ,
9
−3
[DMA] = 1.5 × 10 molecules cm , and a sticking probability for collisions
of 0.5 (details in section S1, Tables S12 and S13, and Figure S1). (b) Total
−3
concentration (molecules cm ) of (SA)1·(DMA)1‐2·(TFA)1 as a function of
−3
SA monomer concentration (molecules cm ). Gray diamonds denote
atmospheric measurements in urban Shanghai. Predicted results from cluster kinetic simulations under different CS values are shown in solid lines.

Figure 1b shows the actual Gibbs free energies (Table S8) for cluster formation at atmospherically relevant concentrations of precursor gases. In the
SA/DMA nucleation route, growth of clusters does not need to overcome
thermodynamic barriers, which is consistent with the conclusions in previous studies that SA‐DMA nucleation is thermodynamically favorable
(Almeida et al., 2013; Olenius et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2018). In contrast,
the (SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)1 cluster is 3.98 kcal mol−1 higher in free energy
than the (SA)1·(DMA)1 cluster. In other words, the route through
(SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)1 involves a modest thermodynamic barrier. In general, the actual Gibbs free energies for formation of SA‐DMA‐TFA clusters
are higher than the corresponding SA‐DMA clusters (with the same numbers of acidic and basic molecules). However, at high enough DMA concentrations, the collision rate of DMA with (SA)1·(DMA)1·(TFA)1 is still
competitive with TFA evaporation, which allows the SA‐DMA‐TFA
mechanism to contribute to the overall NPF route. We note that this prediction is dependent on the quantum chemical level of theory: For example, ACDC simulations using only the M06‐2X data (without the energy
RI‐CC2 corrections) do not predict substantial enhancement by TFA at
atmospherically relevant TFA, DMA, and SA concentrations (section S1
and Table S9).

3.3. Evidences From Ambient Observations

Atmospheric measurements during NPF events in urban Shanghai verify
the formation of key SA‐DMA‐TFA clusters. Figure 2 shows the charged
SA molecules and its dimer in red dots and charged TFA molecules in blue
dots, as well as [(SA)1·(DMA)1‐2·(TFA)1]− clusters in green dots. The latter
originate mainly from the charging of (SA)1·(DMA)1‐2·(TFA)1 clusters by
the primary NO3− ions. The high‐resolution peak ﬁtting for [(SA)1·(DMA)1‐2·(TFA)1]− clusters is given in
Figure S6. As we can see from Figure 2, our current study focuses on clusters involving TFA, which is a small
part of the total set of clusters potentially relevant to NPF. In addition to TFA‐containing clusters, there still
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exist other unknown categories of molecules and clusters that might also contribute to the observed
NPF events.
Results from the ambient measurements are further compared with those from ACDC to elucidate the
potential formation mechanisms of (SA)1·(DMA)1‐2·(TFA)1 clusters. Figure 3a shows that the predicted
SA dimer concentration as a function of the SA monomer concentration is practically independent of the
TFA concentration (between 0 and 5.0 × 106 molecules cm−3). Instead, the dimer‐to‐monomer ratio depends
only on the SA concentration and the CS. The latter was not directly measured in the experiments, but as
shown in Figure 3a, the best agreement is obtained for CS values around 0.02–0.03 s−1. Figure 3b shows
the predicted and measured (section S2 and Tables S10 and S11) total concentration of (SA)1·(DMA)1‐
2·(TFA)1, as a function of the SA monomer concentration, with predictions shown for three different CS
values. A good match is obtained with a CS value of 0.02 s−1. This value was therefore adopted for all other
ACDC simulations. Together with the observation of H2SO4·HSO4− clusters in Figures 2 and 3a, quantiﬁcation of (SA)1·(DMA)1‐2·(TFA)1 clusters in Figure 3b provides strong evidence that the SA‐DMA‐TFA nucleation mechanism involving both the SA/DMA route (Yao et al., 2018) and the SA/DMA/TFA route is relevant
to the observed NPF events on 9 January 2018 in Shanghai, though there might be other unrevealed categories of molecules contributing to the observed NPF.

4. Conclusions
The present study shows that TFA could promote atmospheric SA‐DMA nucleation and hence atmospheric
nanoparticle formation. This urges a more comprehensive evaluation of usage of Freon alternatives, whose
tropospheric degradation end‐products (TFA) could pose unexpected climate and health effects through
their participation of NPF events. Since other atmospheric perﬂuorocarboxylic acids could interact with
SA‐DMA clusters in a similar way, their roles in atmospheric nucleation should be further evaluated by a
combination of theoretical calculations, laboratory simulations, and atmospheric measurements.
Nevertheless, many atmospheric trace gases are able to interact with SA, the signiﬁcance of which is a result
of multifactors including the nature of the interaction, atmospheric concentrations, temperature, and even
relative humidity. Hence, we can tentatively conclude that NPF in our complex atmosphere may contain
contributions from both well‐established nucleation precursors (e.g., SA and amines) and other atmospheric
species including, but not limited to, perﬂuorocarboxylic acids.
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